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A singer-songwriter a versatile performer
who can do music and activism for
decades is not supposed to be afraid to
make a little shift in the musical genre.
And that is what pop queen Beyoncé is
proving again with her latest song
‘TEXAS HOLD 'EM’. She has made a bold
shift to the country genre for this song
and the flavors could be found in the
other track ‘16 Carriages’ as well. Both of
these tracks are part of her latest album,
the ‘Act II’ of Renaissance. There is
something about ‘TEXAS HOLD 'EM’ that
makes it fresh and strangely familiar at
the same time. It is a tribute by the singer
to her culture, the Black roots of country
music that can quickly channel and
resonate with the masses. And by mass,
it is referred to the hard-working
professionals with a tough life just like
the good old country artists themselves.
There is a fair amount of earthy elements
in the song which makes it even more
engaging for all.  Whether the surprise
teaser at the Super Bowl LVIII commercial
or the drastic change in the musical
genre; Beyoncé has generated a major
buzz among all kinds of listeners along
with her fans.
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World Music

Taylor Swift
Treats His
Fans, Drops
Track List For
The Latest
Album 'The
Tortured Poets
Department'
It is going to be a good week for all
the Swifties. The Global pop
sensation Taylor Swift treated her
fans on Tuesday as she released the
full track list of her much
anticipated 11th studio album, 'The
Tortured Poets Department'.
The ‘Lover’ singer said, “My brand-
new album comes out April 19. It’s
called ‘The Tortured Poets
Department.’ I’m going to go and
post the cover right now
backstage,”

On the singer’s Instagram post,
Taylor Swift shared a black and
white photograph of her leaning on
the pillows. The top half of her face
and the lower half of her legs are
not visible in the low-contrast
photo.

“All’s fair in love and poetry...” her
caption says.

The ‘You Belong With Me’ singer
said on Sunday while she was
holding her Grammy for pop vocal
album "I want to say thank you to
the fans," added, “by telling you a
secret that I've been keeping from
you for the past two years, which is
that my brand-new album comes
out April 19."

By that timeframe, the
relationship with Alwyn may have
been in a lot of trouble for a while
before Taylor declared its end in
the spring of 2023. As a poetic hat
tip to the end of the relationship,
Swift changed her opening
"Folklore" song during the Eras
Tour from "Invisible String" to
"The 1."

Swift also stated she wrote "You're
Losing Me," an additional track on
her "Midnights" album, two years
ago. The track tells about a
relationship on life support, with
the artist pleading with a lover to
"do something, babe, say
something" and bring the romance
back to life.

The ‘Cruel Summer’ singer shared,
“I want to say thank you to the
fans by telling you a secret that
I’ve been keeping from you for the
last 2 years, which is that my
brand-new album comes out April
19,” while accepting the award for
the best pop album.

Additionally, Travis Kelce, the
musician's lover commented on
the forthcoming album while
having a conversation

with the reporters ahead of the
Super Bowl, he said on Monday in
Las Vegas, “I have heard some of it,
yes. And it is unbelievable" moreover
added, “I can't wait for her to shake
up the world when it finally drops.”

The pro sportsman also said, “She’s
unbelievable. She's re-writing the
history books herself," continued
adding, "I told her I'll have to hold
up my end of the bargain and come
home with hardware, too." He also
added, “I can't give you anything. I
leave that up to her,"
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World Music

Gwen Stefani And Blake
Shelton Releases Their New

Duet 'Purple Irises'

Apart from being madly in love, Gwen
Stefani and Blake Shelton are
continuing their journey to release
some of the most beautiful numbers.
They both jointly announced this
release via an Instagram post. The title
of their latest number is ‘Purple Irises',
on 5th February.

They posted a photo of them together
while Shelton is sitting by an upright
piano holding his guitar and smiling
and Stefani is lounging on a couch with
a retro look. She is wearing a denim
jumpsuit and Shelton is wearing a
Canadian tuxedo with blue denims.

At about the same time, Stefani
also teased about this release on
TikTok with a snippet of the tune
of their latest release.

In the TikTok clip audience can
hear the voices of her and Shelton
singing together, "But if someone
comes along and tries to love you
like I love you / Don't know what
I'd do / Don't want to lose you / If
someone co mes along and tries to
take you, tries to make you / Don't
let 'em change your mind /
Wonder why you took a risk / On a
broken heart you cannot fix / No I

never knew a love like this / Now
we're pickin' purple irises."

Stefani also shared a still of their
recording sessions, in which she
and Shelton were recording the
release 'Purple Irises' in the
recording studio. On that note, fans
were flooded with comments, and
to those appreciative reactions she
wrote, "We love u guys so excited to
share w u," in the comments
sections, along with five purple
hearts.

This announcement came a few
days after Shelton dropped his six-
track EP, ‘Love Language’. The EP
also features their previous collabs
‘Nobody But You’, ‘Happy
Anywhere’, ‘God Gave Me You’,
‘Sangria’, ‘Honey Bee’, and ‘A Guy
With a Girl’. The duo also released
a festive track in 2017 called, ‘You
Make It Feel Like Christmas’.

They first met on the sets of the
popular reality TV show ‘The Voice’
and they both were the singing
coaches for that competition series.
After spending a long time dating,
they tied the knot in 2021. And
since the beginning, they have been
going strong and charmingly
growing together. Stream 'Purple
Irises' now.
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Artist Spotlight

Musical Mogul
Alejandro
Llovet Abascal
Brings a
Masterpiece
for Everyone
with ‘Classical
Feelings’
Let’s make a powerful initiation of
this year with versatile music artist
Alejandro Llovet Abascal who has
come up with a captivating musical
masterpiece. The artist is well
revered for musical creation which
has helped him garner global
attention from music lovers of all
ages and tastes. He is best known
for his timeless creations and the
latest track ‘Classical Feelings’ is
the greatest example of that. Just
like the name suggests, the artist
has offered a new taste of classical
music that sounds familiar yet
refreshing at the same time. The
artist has nurtured his skills from
the masters and the legendary
composers from around the world
and this latest music project
reflects all of their musical
inspirations. Alejandro is greatly
influenced by Beethoven, Mozart,
Bach, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Verdi,
and many others which offers a
dynamic influence in his musical
compositions as well.

The latest music project ‘Classical
Feelings’ is not just an album but a
testament to the musical spirit of
humans along with the struggle of
the struggle of classical music in
modern times. Despite the

PHALLINN

ALEJANDRO LLOVET ABASCAL

 challenging times, Alejandro
knows how to make a creative way
for classical music and the main
ingredients are his sheer
individuality and skills. Abascal's
exceptional talent allows him to
meander through the retro
elements as well as modern
touches, all exclusively in the
compositions of classical music.
The album project consists of a
total of 12 amazing compositions
and each of them is the greatest
example of Abascal's musical
psyche and versatile persona. The
tracks offer a reminiscence of the
golden era of classical music that
can take listeners back in time.

Born in Mexico City in 1977,
Alejandro Llovet Abascal started
his musical journey at a very
young age even

 though he has tried to build a
successful career in many domains
such as business, education,
entrepreneurship, etc many others.
But music is the only medium where
he could fully flourish. He got his
greatest lessons and creative
composition techniques from his
piano teacher. After that, he
constantly nurtured his skills in
order to become a musical maestro
who could bring change to classical
music. Chasing his dreams at full
throttle, Abascal is looking forward
to composing more amazing tracks
in the coming days and his ardent
fans are eagerly waiting for it. Follow
him on Spotify to explore his
musical compositions that set the
bar high.
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Artist Spotlight

Gagg
Nancy Is
Enriching
Rock Music
With the
Song ‘Wave
Goodbye’
‘WaveGoodbye’ has been released
by the musical trio Gagg Nancy.
Their excellent piece of music is
gaining much attention from global
music listeners.

Join the musical ballad of punk
rock with the prolific trio Gagg
Nancy. The immensely talented
band has grabbed the attention of
music enthusiasts with their genre-
bending musical creations. the
intense music flow and the
captivating write-up have gained
much attention from all. In
addition to all this, the diverse
presentation has generated a buzz
among rock music fanatics. This
brilliant music trio likes to
experiment with their music and
that is why, each of their musical
creations is very much different
from the others. Recently, they
have come up with their new song
‘Wave Goodbye’. In a brief time
span, it has spread a sensation
among everyone.

When it comes to making a diverse
range of music, this band never
disappoints its listeners. The
unique musical creations have the
potential to offer various kinds of

music to the global audiences.
And that is why, this time too,
they have mesmerized everyone
with their track from the album
‘WaveStretcher’. The subtle music
and the hooky lyricism of the
track have garnered many ears
from all around the world in an
easier manner. This exemplary
song has been composed and
recorded by the proficient artist of
the band. However, it has been
engineered and mixed by the
phenomenal Drew Hack.

This particular sound design is
getting appreciation from all for
its innovative approach. This trio
has come up with an outstanding
concept that is attracting
audiences. With the help of this
song, they have tried to convey
how it is important to stay away
from things that are toxic to
someone. It doesn’t only mean
relationships, but it refers to all
the things that are associated with
someone’s life. the concept is
quite unique but it is very much
important too. 

They have tried to convey that
prioritizing yourself is more
important than anything.

Gagg Nancy is an excellent trio that
is making remarkable contributions
to the industry. They have given
many soundtracks in their career
apart from ‘Wave Goodbye’. Some of
their mind-blowing creations are
‘Stretcher Respecter’, ‘Stepfather
Factory’, ‘Fence’, and ‘Lust For Life’.

All of their songs are very much
different from each other and that is
what keeps them refreshing for
listeners. Their creations are now
available on music streaming
platforms like YouTube, Apple
Music, and Spotify.

Listen to the tracks on these
platforms and also follow them on
Facebook and Instagram to get more
updates on their upcoming projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Witness and
Unleash the
Profound
Nature of
Music with
Isaiah
Mclaughlin’s
Latest Release
‘No Need to
Rush’
The power of music has often
proven to be stronger than any
other power in this world. And
Isaiah Mclaughlin’s latest release is
a powerful track that will have your
heart instantly. Whether you are a
music lover or not, ‘No Need to
Rush’ is going to be a song that you
will be compelled to listen to on
loops. The gravity of the lyricism
followed by the charming nature of
the song will have your heart and
will make you fall for this seamless
release. The sheer appeal of this
charming artist can't be limited by
his lack of popularity. He is a rising
star and it is about time the world
also acknowledges this fact.

Let Isaiahis a Multi-talented singer
and songwriter, and just not he is
an impressive music producer and a
thorough audio engineer. His
passion for music allows him to
acknowledge and unleash
everything that is required to make
a song. He writes the lyrics of his
songs, engineers these releases to
perfection, and also allows others
to witness his charming musical

pieces. He often blends various
genres including pop, electronic,
alternative, and soul. The catchy
melodies and the inspiring
narrative of his songs can be
easily taken as the best qualities
of his releases.

In this fast-growing music career,
Isaiah Mclaughlin has released
three albums, five EPS, and two
singles. Each of his works is
thoroughly enjoyable for any
music lover, the gravity of the
words and the melodious nature
of the tunes he uses are truly
mesmerizing. He has a lot of
potentials that will allow him to
grow and reach the heights that
every music artist aspires to
attain. And he has the potential
and the creative skills that will
him reach the pinnacle of

popularity. Some of his highly
popular releases are ‘Surrender to
the Rhythm’, ‘Venom’, ‘Lilith’, ‘Will
You Still Be There?’, and
‘Stratosphere’.

More information about Isaiah’s
upcoming album, ‘Reincarnation’ is
yet to be released but for now, you
can enjoy his impressive release
from this album ‘No Need to Rush’.
This song is a smooth blend of
various elements of rock with some
captivating melodies and rhythms.
The majestic nature of this number
is truly extremely compelling to
witness. The world is surrendering to
the musical potential of this artist,
so why you should restrain yourself
from listening to this magnificent
release? The song is available on
various platforms like YouTube
Music, Apple Music, and Spotify. You
can find him on Instagram as well.
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Music News

Get Ready
To Watch
Blackpink
Member
Lisa On
HBO’s The
White Lotus

Blackpink’s Lisa or Lalisa Manobal
is making her acting debut with
HBO. You will able to see Lisa in
the third season of HBO’s popular
comedy-drama series, The White
Lotus, she will be joining their
ensemble cast with highly
acclaimed actors like Parker Posey,
Natasha Rothwell, Leslie Bibb,
Michelle Monaghan, and Jason
Isaacs. He is going to be the second
member of this band to work with
the entertainment giant HBO.

In the credits of The White Lotus,
you will able to see her full name
Lalisa Manobal. And she is happy to
join forces with these highly
talented actors. Apart from
featuring Lisa in the series, Emmy
will be returning to the show in her
role as hotel masseuse Belinda in
season one. But, in which role
Manobal is going to feature hasn’t
been disclosed yet but the entire
series is based on a conspiracy at
exotic resorts.

From this February, the third
season of The White Lotus will

 begin its production in Koh
Samui, Phuket, Bangkok, and
Thailand. The plot details will be
similar but we can expect
something intriguing for this
season from the creators of this
extremely popular comedy-drama
series’ third franchise. Mike
White, the creator, writer, and
director of the show teased avid
‘The White Tiger’ audience by sa
ying that the third season might
be “a satirical and funny look at
death and eastern religion and
spirituality”. Since the first season
of this show, it has earned several
accolades including 15 Emmys for
their last two seasons.

On the other hand, based on a
report released last December
each member of this extremely
popular girl band has renewed
their contracts with South Korea’s
YG Entertainment Inc. Previously,
Lisa’s group member Jennie also
featured in HBO’s drama ‘The
Idol’ last year. She also used her
complete name, Jennie Ruby Jane,
to begin her acting debut.

The girl band holds a Guinness
book record for being the most

viewed channel on YouTube. They
have reached over 90 million
subscribers on YouTube. They
acquired this Guinness book record
in 2023 and as they all have renewed
their contract with your production
team we might be able to see
something more appealing in 2024
as well from them.
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Music News

Ariana Grande Collaborating With Mariah Carey For ‘Yes, And?’

Pop artist Ariana Grande
announced her ‘dream’
collaboration with legendary singer
Mariah Carey, which is spreading
excitement among everyone.
Ariana has recently posted a photo
of her with Mariah Carey on
Instagram and said ‘i cannot
believe the words i am typing ……
Yes, And? Remix feat the one and
only, queen of my heart and
lifelong inspiration @mariahcarey
is out this friday !!!!!!!!!!!

🫧 🦋

♡

🫧 🦋

♡

🫧 🦋

♡

🫧 🦋

♡ there
truly are no words that suffice.
thank you from the bottom of my
heart for this dream come true and
for sprinkling your brilliance and
magic on my little song
@mariahcarey. it means more to
me than i could ever
possiblyarticulate and i cannot wait
for everyone to hear this ! i love you
eternally !!!!!!! ?☼⋆｡˚⋆ฺ’.

Her new soundtrack ‘Yes, And?’
featuring Mariah Carey will be released
on Friday, which is making a buzz
among all of her listeners. Working with
such a big name would be one of the
biggest achievements for any artist and
that is why Ariana has made such a
heart-warming post. Before this
collaboration, Ariana was a part of the
2020 song ‘Oh Santa!’ where she worked
with Mariah and Jennifer Hudson. Later
that, she also performed in ‘Mariah
Carey's Magical Christmas Special’,
which took place in Madison Square
Garden. But this time, she is going to
collaborate with Mariah on her own.
This is making the event more exciting
for everyone.

Ariana announced the news right after
Mariah got the nomination for the 2024
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. Along with
her, this time Cher and Mary J. Blige

 have also gotten the nominations.
Amidst all these, Mariah has also
announced that she will conduct a
series of concerts for the
anniversary of her 10thstudio
album, named ‘The Emancipation
of Mimi’. In the meantime, Ariana
has said a few words as she is also
releasing her seventh studio album.
The artist has said ‘As hard as it is
to resist the urge to share another
song or single with you all asap, i
would really love for you to
experience the album in full this
time’.

She has also added ‘there will of
course be more singles off of this
project once it is out…we may have
a little surprise or two up our
sleeves to hold you over until then
so don't you worry’.
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Music News

MEGAN THEE STALLION TREATS FANS WITH
SULTRY PHOTOS ON HER 29TH BIRTHDAY

The American rapper Megan Thee Stallion took her social media
to share a few enticing photos in the celebration of the day of
love, Valentine's Day. The rapper's photo shoot was performed as a
sneak to her upcoming 29th birthday. Fans and followers
showered their praise and love for the gorgeous images, flooding
the comment section with admiration and blessings.
 On Valentine's Day, the 'Sweetest Pie' star treated her fans to a
string of images that marked her birthday countdown. The
musician is known for her empowering and bold personality,
engaging the audience with enticing visuals that reflect
confidence.

Last month, the proficient singer showed off her hot-girl side on
the red carpet at the ‘Mean Girls’ premiere in New York City. She
was seen wearing a non-pink, skin-baring, mermaid halter-neck
gown designed by Natalia Barzlai and a belly button ring.

The 'HISS' star posed in her alluring appearance with her
collaborator Renee Rapp, the ‘Means Girls’ star. The duo
collaborated on the movie’s rock-pop soundtrack ‘Not My Fault’
which is a gritty nod to
Megan raps, “I mean, who wouldn't wanna be in love with me?”
moreover added, “But I have been told y'all, I'm the Black Regina
George / Bikini top, booty shorts, Megan-core / You was hatin'
back then, now you finna hate more / I got influence, they do
anything I endorse / I run s---, to be a bad bitch is a sport.”

Many expressed their excitement for the brilliant effort, and said,
"We Ready." One of them wrote in the comment section, "PLS I
CANT HANDLE", and another one wrote, "Sooo happy for your
collab! Hopefully, some sweatsuits/outfits?? A lot of us not for the

bodysuits things, but would love to represent.”,
moreover a third one wrote, “Thee hottie reign
just won’t let up with a fire emoticon”

One of the fans admired Megan and remarked,
“One thing about Megan is never let anybody
take her shine away.” Several fans showed their
excitement for the collaborative sneakers, one
internet user said, “We need something for the
Hot Boys too meg along with a crying emoticon”

However, previous rumors started to circulate
on the internet about Megan Thee Stallion's
forthcoming collaborative collection with Nike.
The musician was also spotted wearing a
gorgeous Nike Air Max 97 sneaker colorway last
month that was supposed to be part of this
rumored collection.

As revealed by the musician’s post, the
collaborative collection is all ready to make its
debut on February 15, 2024, through megan
thee stallion.com. Following this initial release,
the collection will become available via Nike
and several of its linked retail partners.
This collection will include a long-sleeve body
suit, bomber jacket, cropped t-shirt, mid-rise
biker shorts, non-padded sports bra, and more.
The pricing for the apparel items in this
collection will differ from $40 to $200. This full
range uses a black and red color palette and will
be offered in plus size as well, showcasing their
dedication to size inclusivity.
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Music News

USHER IS ALL SET TO CREATE A TV DRAMA
SERIES ABOUT BASED ON HIS MUSIC

When Usher said he was just getting ready after his 2024 Super
Bowl Halftime Show performance, he really meant it. Just a few
days after he took the stage at Allegiant Stadium in Las Vegas
Sunday, the superstar has now declared plans to build a television
drama series centered around his music.

As per the Hollywood reporter, the show will be created in
collaboration with Universal Studio Group’s UCP and will roam
around “Black love in Atlanta and individuals looking to find a
place to call home,” as per its logline, as reported by the media
outlet. Moreover added, “The series will explore music, style, sex,
romance, and secrets that threaten to tear relationships apart."

The 45-year-old star furthermore stated, “My 30-year catalog has
resonated with so many people no matter where they were in
their lives,” continued saying, “I’m happy to be working with UCP
to bring the music to life. I hope the series resonates with you the
way my music continues to.”

Furthermore, American singer Usher’s long-time lover, Jennifer
Goicoevhea tied the knot with the singer in Las Vegas on February
11, where the musician performed at Super Bowl LVIII, media
house reported. The couple exchanged vows at Vegas Wedding’s
Terrace Gazebo, a representative said, “We can confirm that Usher
and Jennifer Goicoechea took the next step in their relationship
and did get married on Sunday night in Las Vegas surrounded by
close friends and family," moreover added, “They both look
forward to continuing to raise their children together surrounded
by love and thank everyone for the well wishes."

He furthermore stated, "Listen, when you find someone that you
know is a great partner, of course, it is an honor and a pleasure to
be able to share life with someone who wants to share it with you

and loves you, who you are," continued saying,
"We've obviously made a commitment to live for
life together because of our children,"
Usher moreover added, “It wouldn't be odd for
us to get married. We already did here. You
know what I'm saying?" added, “And we're going
to be in each other's lives until we die,
obviously, because we have something to share.
That's beautiful. Our children. But not because
of of that. I really do feel like I have an amazing
partner that I respect.”

The musician also explained how he built the
connection with Goicoechea during a time of
personal growth, saying, "I started this journey,
I found and met an amazing partner who
happened to be my best friend and was there all
the time, and I was like, wow, this could be
great,"

Additionally, Goicoechea said, “I'm very happy,
very fortunate to have an incredible friend, not
just a partner. She's my best friend and I love
her.”
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Madonna
Fell From A
Chair In Her
Seattle
Concert
The Queen of Pop, Madonna fell on
stage while performing at her
concert at Climate Pledge Arena in
Seattle. As per the records, it is
coming to know that she fell from a
chair as one of her backup dancers
tripped. At the moment, she was
performing her hit song ‘Open Your
Heart’.

The video of her falling on the
stage has gone viral on social
media platforms. In the video, it is
coming to see that a dancer lost
control, which is why Madonna fell
on the stage. Right after falling, she
recovered quickly. Madonna rolled
on her front and laughed off the
incident. Then she continued
singing and completed her
performance. This 65-year-old
artist never fails to mesmerize her
audiences. Her innovative way of
handling any situation amazes the
onlookers.

After the incident, she got a little
confused and said ‘S---, I forgot the
words’. And later that, she
remembered the words and started
singing again. Not only that, but
she also completed the
choreography and cheered the
crowd. Later in the show, many of
her fans made posts to address the
incident and said ‘She is a freaking
pro. All her efforts to entertain us.
You gotta love her. She's Incredible’.

 Another person has said ‘And no
one will dare say anything bad
about her fall because she owned
it and saved it with that cheeky
laugh of hers!’

Currently, Madonna is doing her
‘Celebration Tour’. This tour has
been postponed as she suffered
due to various bacterial infections.
The tour was entirely postponed
because of her health issues. At
that time, she was also
hospitalized as her condition got
worse. She started the concerts
after she recovered completely.

It is not the first time where
Madonna has fallen on stage.
Before this, atthe 2015 Brit
Awards, she fell on the stairs
during her performance. That time
the incident occurred due to her

 wardrobe malfunction. But every
time the artist does a brilliant
comeback, which makes her
performance even better. And from
this, it can be said that she is not
called a queen just for her music, but
it is spontaneity that makes her
different and superior to other music
artists.
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Birthday Girl Olivia Rodrigo Made a Statement with a Bold Out8t
for the Celebrations

Currently, one of the leading pop
singers in the industry; Olivia
Rodrigo has just shared the
pictures of her exciting b’day bash
that took place on February 20th.
The singer could be seen
celebrating in a beautiful halter-
neck black dress which set a bold
statement in fashion.

The dress was elegantly designed
which comes with a blend of
creativity and minimalism. It
featured side tie-ups along with a
sleek black belt and a plunging
neckline. Wearing silver rings and
hoop earrings, the singer has
perfectly complimented her daring
look which is sublime and chic.
Rodrigo also wore a vibrant shade
of crimson lipstick and nail paint to
embrace the party look.

To add a little dose of drama, she added
a little wingtip of eyeliners along with a
neat bun tied. However, she also let her
hair loose when dancing and posing
with others.

The ‘vampire’ hitmaker posted a series
of pictures on Instagram and put ub’day
bash p the caption, “Today is my last
day of being able to underage drink
(hypothetically) !!!!” She is currently 21
years old. When the clock hit midnight,
she cut a cake that was inspired by the
Y2K design of her first album. ‘SOUR’
was one of the hit music projects of
Rodrigo's career even though it was a
debut album. Two of the most hit songs
of this album are “driver’s license” and
“good 4 u.”

She carried the hit streak forward with
more hit songs like “vampire,” “bad idea

right?” and “get him back!”; the
songs which appeared in her
sophomore album “GUTS.”

The singer madesure to invite her
BFFs in the Birthday Bash, Iris
Apatow, and Madison Hu who are
well revered as the actresses of
‘Unstable’ and ‘The Brothers Sun’,
respectively. Both of them have
also appeared in the music videos
for Bad Idea Right as well as SOUR
Prom.
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SWIFT TAKEOVER! SWIFT FANS SING-ALONG
ON AIRPLANE SPARKS OUTRAGE

A seemingly joyful and exciting sing-along of Taylor Swift songs
on an airplane has turned into a viral storm in social media. The
video of girls uniting and singing Taylor Swift hits together on an
airplane has divided the internet and sparked a heated debate
about airplane etiquette and shared space. While some passengers
joined and belted out 'Love Story' with the girls, others have called
the impromptu concert "torture". In a TikTok video, multiple
women were seen singing Swift's 2008 hit track, and since the
video has been viral on other social media platforms, sparking
debates. 
 
The TikTok video was shared by @maddisonolsen11 and has

stirred the internet it captures a group of
women, passengers on the plane singing along
to 'Love Story', Taylor Swift's 2008 hit. However,
this seemingly cheerful video wasn't the end of
it. The camera also captures the airline crew
joining the group and singing over the speakers.
Two flight attendants also proudly declared
their love for the global pop star.

One of them even took the aisle for a
spontaneous "Shake It Off" dance routine. After
uploading, while some of the social media users
found it heartwarming, others criticized the
behavior as disruptive and disrespectful to
personal space on the airplane.

The TikTok video was captioned "POV your
whole flight are Swifties." the user further
wrote, "If this isn't how you commute to the
Eras Tour, then I don't want it." But this met
some raging views online as well. One TikTok
user commented, "This would be torture." Other
users soon joined in, sharing the same
disruption and irritation. One wrote, "My anger
issues could never." Displaying the disturbance
and irate feelings, one commented,

"What about the people who aren't Swifties and
are just tryna enjoy their flight." Someone took
the issue even further, and talked about
passengers who are already in discomfort,
saying, "I feel bad for other passengers,
especially those with sensory issues,
claustrophobia or anxiety disorders." While
some people enjoyed this impromptu concert on
air, some were disappointed calling it a torture
they never want to face.

The Grammy-winning and record-breaking
superstar resumed her 'Eras Tour' in Australia
over the weekend. In the country, Swift
performed three back-to-back concerts in
Melbourne from 16 February to 18 February. In
Olsen's video, it seemed like a majority of
passengers were on their way to the Eras Tour
concert, which justifies the excitement and
sing-along.

On the other hand, some shared their collective
sympathy for those passengers who were on the
flight for other businesses and did not want to
be a part of the Swift takeover and sing-along.
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Selena Gomez Looked Stunning In Her Picture From Paris
In her whirlwind trip to Paris, she is
seen in the shoes of ‘Emily in
Paris’. The Only Murders in the
Building star posted on social
media about this brief yet insanely
fashionable trip to Paris. During
this stay, there have been two
photo dumps and a tease to her
upcoming single. First, she teased
about the upcoming song she wrote
on Instagram, “Wait ‘til I turn my
love on. Presave my new song ‘Love
On’ out 2.22,” teasing about her
upcoming release on 22nd February
along with a pre-save option.

In the next photo dump, she was
seen enjoying her time in Paris
with some excellent fashionable
outfits and enjoying croissants with
coffee. In this post she again
nudged her audience about her
upcoming song ‘Love on’, she
wrote, “40 hours. Paris. LOVE ON

2/22” with one white heart and a lock
emoji.

She posted five photos in the first photo
in the first picture she is seen in an all-
black mini dress standing at a side lane
near the Eiffel Tower with a sheer jacket
and sunglasses. And her iconic red lip
stain made the picture look immensely
fashionable.

In the next picture we see her in the
same black dress but in a more sensuous
pose sitting in front of an orange
background. In the next picture, she is
seen taking a bubble bath and still
enjoying her time during this brief stay.
The last two pictures show a love story
between Selena, a croissant, and coffee.
She looked spectacular sitting outside of
a Parisian café with this iconic food
combination.

On her third and final photo dump, she

 posts two photos, less candid ones.
She captioned this photo “Qu’est-
ce que je vais te nommer? Je vais te
nommer. L’amour L’amour tendre. 

#LoveOn 2.22.”The caption of this
photo shows how much she is in
the mood or mode of Paris. In the
first photo, she is seen in a retro
olive green mini dress with a black
headband and a chunky neckpiece.
In the next photo, she is seen in a
white bathrobe with sunglasses
sitting by the window eating a
croissant.

Even though she has shared that
this is going to be her last album
her fans are eagerly waiting for this
release.
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LIONEL MESSI’S WARM-UP PLAYLIST
INCLUDES BAD BUNNY, KAROL G AND MANY

OTHERS
Music is a part of everyone’s life and perhaps in the toughest
times too. Sharing their own feelings and playlist, Lionel Messi
has curated a special collection of songs which is his warm-up

playlist. It is available on Apple Music and now
everybody can have access to it.

In the description of the Apple Music playlist,
Messi said, “Music has always played a
significant role in my life, especially on match
days. Music calms my mind, helping me
maintain composure and relaxation.” Coming
from the greatest football player ever, it shows
how music helps athletes perform their best.

This special playlist spans for around 3 hours
and 30 minutes and consists of a total of 60
tracks; perfect for a warm-up routine. It
includes some of the best hits both English and
Latin pop tracks such as Bad Bunny‘s ‘Otra
Noche en Miami’, Karol G and Peso Pluma‘s
‘QLONA’, Rauw Alejandro’s ‘Todo De Ti’,
Maluma‘s ‘Hawái’ and the list goes on.

There is also Coldplay‘s ‘Viva La Vida’,
Rihanna‘s ‘Don’t Stop The Music’, Pitbull‘s ‘I
Know You Want Me (Calle Ocho)’, Gorillaz‘s
‘Feel Good Inc.’ as well as U2‘s ‘Vertigo’. The list
also includes many other artists such as J
Balvin, Drake, AC/DC, Rick Ross, and so on. This
powerful playlist is now buzzing among the fans
of Messi as well as the music lovers who are
greatly amused with this curation.

This playlist shows the football magician’s taste
for Mexican music with tracks like “Ella Baila
Sola”, “Tiki Taka Toco”, “Según Quién” and
many others. The playlist also shows that Messi
kind of likes Grupo Frontera as the playlist
includes several tracks by this band like “No Se
Va,” “un x100to”, “TULUM”, “Bebe Dame”, and
so on. Celia Cruz’s “La Vida es un Carnaval”, and
Selena’s “Bidi Bidi Bom Bom,”, etc add a special
touch to this playlist. There is a wide diversity
of Argentinian Music as well which shows his
love for native music from home.

Bad Bunny is not only a part of this special
playlist but numerous other top charts as the
artist has secured the second spot for most
streamed artist globally, according to Spotify’s
Global Data. His exquisite music project, the
album ‘Un Verano Sin Ti’ is the most streamed
album globally which makes him just behind
Taylor Swift.
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Music News

Rihanna
Gotten
Billion
Views On
Her Song
‘Umbrella’
Featuring
Jay-Z
Rihanna’s song ‘Umbrella’ hit a
billion views on YouTube. This
soundtrack was uploaded 15 years
ago and recently, this video has
gotten more than 1 billion views. It
is quite a massive moment for the
artist and all of her fans. This late
2000s track is definitely one of the
greatest works of Rihanna. Jay-Z
started the track with a rap and a
group of models were shown in
hoodies and a pair of sunglasses.

Later, Rihanna took over the video
and showed her brilliant dance
moves. At the young age of 21
years, she set the stage on fire with
this outstanding presentation. In
the video, she used an umbrella as
a prop and gracefully performed.
Along with that, she also splashed
water during the performance
which made it even more sensual.

Rihanna has shown her charm by
offering an excellent soundtrack.
But along with that, it is the
choreography that also deserves
the appreciation. In the song
‘Umbrella’, the artist has sung

‘When the sun shines, we’ll shine
together/ Told you I’ll be here
forever / Said I’ll always be your
friend/ Took an oath, I’mma stick
it out to the end’.

In the music industry, Rihanna is
one of the artists who never
disappoints her listeners. Each
time, she comes up with a new
kind of song. And that is what
helps her reach out to the
maximum number of audiences. it
is her innovative presentations,
that have assisted her to stand out
among all the other musicians.
This track ‘Umbrella’ has received
huge recognition, which has led
her to achieve this huge
milestone. At the time of release,
she also topped the Billboard Hot
100 list.

So, it can be said, that this track is
one of the biggest creations of
Rih’s.  In this song, she has
worked with Jay-Z. Apart from
that, she has worked with him on
many soundscapes.

Some of their creations are ‘Talk
That Talk’, ‘Stranded (Haiti Mon

 Amour) featuring Bono and The
Edge’, and ‘Run This Town’, which
features Kanye West. All of their
creations have gotten a huge
response from the audience.

Therefore, this can be said, that their
innovative creations have the
potential to create a buzz among all.
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India Mourns The Death Of Ghazal Singer Pankaj
Udhas

Pankaj Udhas, the legendary Gazal singer passed away at the age
of 72 after a battle with a prolonged illness on 26th February. His
death was confirmed by his family on the very same day. His
immediate family released a statement on social media,
confirming the death of the veteran ghazal maestro. Udhas with
his immensely charming and emotive singing has captivated the
hearts of music lovers not only from India but from all over the
world for decades. 

Taking it to Instagram, Pankaj Udhas' daughter Nayaab shared a
statement confirming the legendary singer’s death on Monday.
The statement read, “With a heavy heart, we are saddened to
inform you of the sad demise of Padmashri Pankaj Udhas on 26th
February 2024 due to a prolonged illness.” The singer passed away
at Breach Candy Hospital in Mumbai, at 11 AM today. According
to the reports, the late singer was diagnosed with cancer a few 

months back and since then he stopped meeting
anyone. His last rites will be performed on
Tuesday, February 27th.

Udhas made a mark in the Bollywood industry
with his captivating playback singing in famous
Hindi films including "Naam", "Saajan", "Mohra",
etc. Some of his evergreen Gazals include
'Chandani Raat Mein', 'Na Kajre Ki Dhaar', 'Aur
Ahista Kijiye Baatein', 'Ek Taraf Uska Ghar', and
'Thodi Thodi Piya Karo'. The singer in his
lifetime performed at many concerts all over the
world and had several albums to his name. He
also started a talent hunt TV show called
'AadabAarz Hai'. 
 
Soon after Nayaab, Udhas’ daughter shared the
news of the singer's demise, tributes poured in
and his fans swamped the comment section,
posting their condolences. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said Pankaj Udhas' "ghazals
spoke directly to the soul". "We mourn the loss
of Pankaj Udhas Ji, whose singing conveyed a
range of emotions and whose Ghazals spoke
directly to the soul. He was a beacon of Indian
music, whose melodies transcended
generations. I recall my various interactions
with him over the years," said the Indian Prime
Minister. "His departure leaves a void in the
music world that can never be filled.
Condolences to his family and admirers. Om
Shanti," he added. 

Bollywood singer Sonu Nigam also posted a
picture of the legendary singer on his Instagram
and wrote, "One of the most important part of
my childhood, is lost today. Shri Pankaj Udhasji,
I will miss you forever. My heart cries knowing
that you are no more. Thank you for being there.
Om Shanti." Another renowned musician
AnupJalota shared several pictures with the late
veteran singer on X (formerly Twitter) and
captioned, "Shocking.... Music legend & my
Friend #PankajUdhas passes away. We extend
our heartfelt condolences to his Family and
loved ones during this difficult time."

Born in Jetpur in Gujarat on May 17, 1951,
Pankaj Udhas was the youngest of three
brothers. In his initial days, he started by
learning the instrument tabla but studied
Hindustani vocal classical music under Ghulam
Qadir Khan Sahab later. 
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BE
YON
CE.1.
CountryGrooveswith"TEXASHOLD'EM'
InvitesYoutoTheDancefloor

TheBeyhiveis
buzingatitspeak
withthelatest
releaseofTEXAS
HOLd'EM'

acountryattemptby
popqueenBeyoncé.
Let'sfindoutmore
aboutthe'ActIl'of
theRenaissance.



Asinger-songwriteraversatileperformerwho
candomusicandactivismfordecadesisnot

supposedtobeafraidtomakealittleshiftinthe
musicalgenre.Andthatiswhatpopqueen
Beyoncéisprovingagainwithherlatestsong
"TEXASHOLDEM'.Shehasmadeaboldshiftto

thecountrygenreforthissongandthe
flavorscouldbefoundintheothertrack'16

Carriages'aswell.Bothofthesetracksarepart
ofherlatestalbum,the'ActIl'ofRenaissance.

Thereissomethingabout'TEXASHOLDEM
thatmakesitfreshandstrangelyfamiliaratthe
sametime.Itisatributebythesingertoher
culture,theBlackrootsofcountrymusicthat
canquicklychannelandresonatewiththe
masses.Andbymass,itisreferredtothe
hardworkingprofessionalswithatoughlife
justlikethegoodoldcountryartists

themselves.Thereisafairamountofearthy
elementsinthesongwhichmakesiteven

moreengagingforall.

WhetherthesurpriseteaserattheSuperBowl
LVIIIcommercialorthedrasticchangeinthe
musicalgenre;Beyoncéhasgeneratedamajor
buzzamongallkindsoflistenersalongwithher
fans.Notonlytheanticipation,butthesongis
alreadyperformingwellonthetopchartssuch
astheBillboardU.K.top10.Therapid-plucked;
banjobyRhiannonGiddensalongwiththe
stompingbeatsarethemainelementsofthe
songthatmakeitpowerfulandmoreenergetic.
Giddensalsoplayedviolaforthesongandadded
morefolkelements.Thereisnodoubtthat

Beyoncé'smagicalvocalskillscanadapttoany
kindofsoundscapeandwhenitcomestopaying
tohomagetoherSouthernRoutes,shedida

greatjob.

Thistime,Beyoncéhasdecidedtogo
beyondherpersonalproblemsandfocus

onthewide-reaching
problemthatspeaksofpeople.Embracing
"ruggedwhiskey"togetoverproblems,

thissongisabighit
fromherupcomingeightstudioalbum
andithassuccessfullvmadelisteners

eagerfortheupcoming
album.Shortlyafterthereleaseofthe
song,numerousfansreachedoutto

Oklahoma'sKYKCtoaskthemto

playthesong.However,theGeneral
Managersaid,"WedonotplayBeyoncé
onKYKCasweareacountry

musicstation."Lateron,theyfoundout
aboutthiscountryprojectandairedit
whichmadetheBeyhive

happy.Rightnow,Beyoncéisnotmaking
onlysongs,buthistory!



World Music

Lana Del Rey
Going To
Release Her
Country
Album ‘Lasso’
Lana Del Rey gave a few hints on
her upcoming album at the recent
Billboard event. The artist has said,
she is going to drop a country
album named ‘Lasso’ in September
2024. According to her, she has
made the album along with Jack
Antonoff in the Muscle Shoals,
Mississippi, and Nashville. And
now the wait is going to be over as
the artist is going to release the
album in September.

At the Billboard event Lana said ‘If
you can’t already tell by our award
winners and our performers, the
music business is going country.
We’re going country. It’s
happening…That’s why [producer]
Jack [Antonoff] has followed me to
Muscle Shoals, Nashville,
Mississippi, over the last four
years’.

As Lana dropped a hint regarding
her upcoming album, Jack or any of
his representatives didn’t make any
comment. So, her fans are
assuming this time Lana will drop
the album as she has announced.
Previously, a lot of time it is seen
that she talked about her upcoming
release and never really released
them.

Once Lana announced that she
would release ‘Rock Candy Sweet’
on the 1st of June 2021 after the
release of ‘Chemtrails Over the
Country Club’. But that was never
released, which upset her listeners.

Instead of that, she came up with
her creation ‘Blue Banister’ in
October 2022. That is why, her
listeners don’t really believe if she
will release as per her
announcement or not.

This kind of incident didn’t
happen only once. In November
2020 she said that she would
release ‘a digital record of
American standards and classics
for Christmas’. At that time, she
only shared the cover of ‘You’ll
Never Walk Alone’. In addition to
that, she also talked about her

 country covers album and said ‘I
went back and listened to ‘Ride’ and
‘Video Games’ and thought, you
know they’re kind of country…
Maybe the way ‘Video Games’ got
remastered, they’re pop—but there’s
something Americana about it for
sure’.
As of now, her listeners are
expecting an album release in
September. The release of ‘Lasso’ has
created a buzz among her listeners.
Before that, Lana is not going to
release any songs as per her
announcement. So, no one can
expect any other release till then.
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TOMORROW X TOGETHER’S TAEHYUN &
HUENINGKAI DANCES: WATCH NOW

Tomorrow X Together marking the 2023 Video Music Awards at
Prudential Center on 12th September in New Jersey, Newark. They
may be K-pop celebrities, but still, that does not mean the kids of
TOMORROW X, are not able to break out a nation action. Fans are
creating a buzz on the internet, commenting, "taehyun is my fav
cowboy.” Another fan left saying, “Beyoncé collab when??”

Moreover, “I didn’t believe it at first,” Hueningkai, 20, shared
about the group’s massive slot at the iconic Chicago music
festival. “It was an honor.” Moreover, he added, “A few days ago
we went to SoHo to shop,” Yeonjun, 23, said of the group’s time in
New York City. “We went to Central Park and it was such a good
place.”

TXT fans, collectively called “MOA," which stands for “moments
of alwaysness,” have driven the group since their inception.

“I think they’re our biggest inspiration,”
Taehyun, 21, said. “We are fire and they are
gasoline.”

“It’s a once in a lifetime opportunity at a
meaningful juncture of our journey,” Soobin, 22,
said. “I’m proud of that.”Additionally, he said, “I
think these days there’s short-form, Reels and
YouTube Shorts, that’s so important to singers,”
He continued saying, “Making the melody
‘hook-y’ is very important.”

However, Hueningkai said, “I enjoy (Big Hit’s)
music style,” Furthermore stated, “They're great
at getting us a lot of good opportunities. They're
incredible on that front.” And as long as the
latest music, followers will have to wait for a
while, at least, for this time. Beomgyu, the
twenty-two-year-old artist said, “Our world tour
is still ongoing, so for the rest of our tour we’ll
make lots of good memories with our ‘MOA,’ "
continued saying, “And we’re focusing on
coming back with good music and a good new
album.”

Fans in the comments were going wild for the
crossover, with one fan writing, “taehyun is my
fav cowboy.” Another wrote commented, wrote,
“Beyoncé collab when??”

Their latest music release "The Name Chapter:
Temptation" was released in January and
marked debut at number one on the Billboard
200. The EP's main single was “Sugar Rush
Ride,” an anthemic dance pop track with an
attention-grabbing melody. Using an earworm
for the soundtrack was not just a coincidence.
And as far as new music, fans will have to wait.
At least, for now.“Our world tour is still
ongoing, so for the rest of our tour we’ll make
lots of good memories with our ‘MOA,’ "shared
Beomgyu. Moreover, he added, “And we’re
focusing on coming back with good music and a
good new album.”
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K-Pop Star
Jennie
Became The
Face Of
Calvin Klein
2024
Campaign
Blackpink artist Jennie did the 2024
spring campaign for Calvin Klein.
The brand shared the pictures on
Tuesday, which is getting a huge
appreciation from all.

The black-and-white photographs
of Jennie for the brand have
grabbed the attention of everyone.
For this particular shoot, the K-Pop
artist worked with Mert Alas, who
is a well-known photographer.

Regarding this campaign, the brand
has said ‘The campaign magnifies
Jennie’s playful confidence and
infuses Calvin Klein’s emblematic
Underwear and Jeans with her
distinctive pop energy, elevating
each style to icon status’. Along
with becoming the face of the
company, Jennie has also
introduced two new products. This
time, the brand has come up with a
range of ‘expressive, seductive
comfort’ and Jennie has been the
face of it.

Now it is coming to know that all of
her photos will be shared on every
social media platform by the brand.
All the photos will appear on the

 billboards all around the world.
With this innovative approach,
Jennie is reaching out to more
audiences and making a great
impact. In one of the photos from
this campaign, she has been seen
in a tank top, a denim mini skirt,
and a pair of cowboy boots. The
photograph was captioned as
‘Casual is a big mood for this
season @jennierubyjane takes
over in Calvin Klein’.

 Apart from being a singer, this K-
pop artist tries out every possible
thing to showcase her talent. And
that is what helped her to
accumulate more global
audiences. Previously, in 2021,
this singer collaborated with this
brand as a spokes model. At that
time, she only worked for the
capsule collection of the company.

Through this project, she is
getting the opportunity to show
the bold side of her character. And
it can be said that the singer
amazed everyone with her work.

While talking about this
campaign, Jennie has said a few
words. The artist has said ‘I was so

excited to come back for this
campaign for their iconic jeans and
underwear. I love the denim zip-up
jacket paired with the shorts, as it’s
such an effortless and sleek look that
is also super comfortable. Shooting
in Calvin Klein underwear always
makes me feel so powerful – the bold
waistband and lace details make it so
easy to tap into my confident side. I
hope my fans are excited to see this
new campaign!’
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31-Year-Old Singer Cat Janice Died Due To Cancer
‘Dance You Outta My Head’ singer
Cat Janice died at the age of 31 due
to cancer. The artist was battling
the disease but couldn’t survive
anymore. At the beginning of this
year, her song went viral on TikTok
and in this brief time such a huge
incident took place. Right after her
death, her brother made a post on
Instagram and said ‘This morning,
from her childhood home and
surrounded by her loving family,
Catherine peacefully entered the
light and love of her heavenly
creator’.

He also added by saying ‘We are
eternally thankful for the
outpouring of love that Catherine
and our family have received over
the past few months. Cat saw her
music go places she never expected
and rests in the peace of knowing
that she will continue to provide

 for her son through her music. This
would not have been possible without
all of you…Per Cat’s request, there is
some more art that she wants to share
too. All in due time’.

From this, it can be understood that
there are many songs of her, which are
still not released. So, her creations will
be released in the future posthumously.
The artist was being treated for
sarcoma, which is a rare kind of cancer.
This particular cancer developed in her
bones and the soft tissues. At first, she
noticed a little lump on her neck. In July
2022, she had surgery, radiation, and
also chemo. And later that, she shared
the news that she is cancer-free.

But eventually, the cancer came back,
which took her life. Through TikTok, she
shared this news with all of her
followers. She also said that cancer has
‘won’ and before anythin

g happens, she just wanted to
release one song, which is ‘Dance
You Outta My Head’. Immediately
after that, she transferred all her
creations to her son. She has a
seven-year-old son, named Loren.
So, when the soundtracks will be
released in the future, everything
will go directly to him.

She also made a post on social
media and said ‘I want my last song
to bring joy and fun! It’s all I’ve
ever wanted through my battle with
cancer…Please please share this, I
need to leave this with [Loren]. If
there is anything you need to know,
is that the only opinion of yourself
is your opinion. Love yourself and
be gentle with others. I hope to
make it through this but if not, to
all a good night’.
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ANANT AMBANI'S BIG-FAT PRE-WEDDING
CEREMONY WILL BE BRINGING RIHANNA!

Anant Ambani and Radhika Merchant are getting married soon
and the countdown has already begun. When it comes to
Ambanis, everybody knows something bigger and extravagant
going to happen. Previously, Beyonce performed at Isha Ambani's
wedding, while Coldplay was performing at the nuptials of Akash
Ambani.

This time, they are willing to bring Rihanna to the pre-wedding
ceremony and excitement is too high among the attendees. The
jaw-dropping performances by the global icons at the Ambani
kids' weddings have now become a tradition in the family.

The billionaires in India are best known for the luxurious and
lavish celebrations of family occasions and make sure to bring
more international entertainment to India. They also make sure
to hire them for their private events only which makes the guests
even happier. The addition of Rihanna to the list has only
increased the hype and sensation for the wedding.

In order to keep the guests hooked on the
wedding with entertainment, the Ambanis are
bringing Arijit Singh, Diljit Dosanjh, and music
composer duo Ajay-Atul. Guess what?
Illusionist David Blaine will be also there at the
event to perform his special tricks.

The glamour quotient is too high for the
wedding as there will be Amitabh Bachchan,
Rajinikanth, Shahrukh Khan, Aamir Khan, Saif 
Ali Khan, Salman Khan, Akshay Kumar, Twinkle
Khanna, Madhuri Dixit, and the list goes on.
Power couples like Ajay Devgn and Kajol,
Ranveer and Deepika, Ranbir and Alia, Abhishek
and Aishwarya, Vicky and Katrina as well as
many other high-profile duo will be there.

The Pre-wedding bash is going to take place on
the weekend, starting from March 1st till March
3rd. The event is scheduled to start with ‘An
Evening in Everland', a special cocktail party
that is meant to set the mood for the event.
Continuing with ‘A Walk on the Wildside', there
will be safari-style exploration for the guests in
the Ambani; 's Animal Rescue Center.

The celebration is supposed to take a cultural
turn with ‘Mela Rogue’, an enthralling showcase
of traditional South Asian culture and
festivities. The guests can wear their favorite
regional attire. The days of the event will
include 'Tusker Trails' and 'Hashtakshar'.
The big fat Ambani wedding is scheduled on
July 12th in Mumbai which is going to be one of
the biggest Indian events this year. Stay tuned
to get more wedding updates.
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Top Ten Richest Indian Singers And Their Net Worth

Do ever wonder who is the wealthiest musician in India?
Especially, in a society where people usually judge one's success
based on his/her wealth. Undoubtedly, India comes first in the list
of rich musicals and the diversity within. The wide range owns
Gazal to contemporary Bollywood. Indian musical has everything,
if you do not understand the lyrics you will not enjoy the
creations any less. Many say that if you never heard of any of the
Indian music scapes you might have not enjoyed the actual beauty
of it.

Moreover, celebrities' financial status often becomes a part of the
subject of fascination. The importance of music in the Indian
cinema has changed into a prime pulse, necessary for grabbing its
fragrance. Its role spans beyond the emotions of the films,
providing consolation for our mental ups and downs. Moreover,
we are no alien to the fact that musical mega stars take a bomb to
record their creatively boundless vocal. Indian cinema has evolved
in many ways and so are the musicians and their fees. The
evolution fairly reflects its significant influence on the wealth and
popularity of both the composers and the artists as well.
Here, in this blog let’s explore which favourite singers of yours
rank in the list of the country's wealthiest singers.

 1. A R Rahman 

The other name of musical brilliance is, A R Rahman undoubtedly.
The “Mozart of Madras” has not only earned the crown of music
mastero, but also left an unavoidable mark on the global music
industry. His musical journey started as a young composer and
became a legend in the music industry through his soul-stirring
compositions. Now coming on the fortune, there is no surprise
that popularity comes with great wealth. He first stepped into the
world of music through a synthesizer, the instrument that
markedhis signature afterward. Bragging about a career of more
than 30 years, marking his journey as nothing less than heroic.

 Although he earned INR 25,000 for his first ever
work in Bollywood ‘Roja’, his net worth
presently stands at around $238 Million through
sources. He charges about INR 10 crores for
crafting his magic in a film.

 2. Sonu Nigam 

The name resonates with heart-warming beats
and soothing renditions, Sonu Nigam is the
most celebrated singer in the Indian music
industry, known as the perfectionist in the late
'90s and early 2000s, crafted some of the finest
musicals in the Indian music scape. The
brilliant singer earned love and appreciation for
his melodious vocals. He impresses fans
whenever performs on stage or plays in a movie.
The musician has been honored with top awards
like Filmfare Award for the best male playback
singer. The melodious vocal has featured in
successful albums including ‘Kal Ho Naa Ho’, ‘3
Idiots’, and ‘Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham’. His
breakthrough came with the soundtrack ‘Accha
Sila Diya’ from the album ‘Bewafa Sanam’. He
reached peak success with his remarking song
‘Sandese Aate Hain' from the film 'Border'.
Besides singing, he has also left a mark in acting
which has impacted his overall net worth. His
net worth was influenced by his live
performances, concerts, music direction and
composing, brand endorsements, real estate
investments, and many more. Nigam's net worth
stands around $50 million in 2024.

 3. Lata Mangeshkar 

The worldwide music enthusiasts are yet to
accept the fact of the Nightingale of India’s
demise. The fans were left shocked as she went
to her heavenly abode. However, the legendary
musician was suffering from pneumonia,
COVID-19, and multiple age-related diseases.
'Lata didi' spent her full life for her siblings, and
kids and her worshipped singing. She has given
Indian musicals its golden time and created
some of the timeless classic music of all time.
So without a doubt, she has earned money along
with the love and admiration of music critics
and fans all over the world. Her net worth is
numerous numbers staggering together,
marking millions. She holds a noteworthy of $50
million, also she used to gain a royalty of nearly
INR 40 lakh each month from her creations.
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Besides, multiple properties, the Nightingale also had some of the lavish automobiles. She reportedly had an
expensive house in South Mumbai, Prabhu Kunj Bhawan.

4. Honey Singh : The remarkable personality in the scene of Indian rap scapes, Honey Singh has earned fame and
stocked up his room of fortune over the years. His music has marked several hit tracks and collaborations that have
left a moving impact on the music industry and also influenced his financial standings in the market. The versatile
Punjabi and Hindi artist is known as a rapper, Punjabi singer, music composer, and also actor. The magnificent rapper
has maintained his position in the top 100 richest celebrities worldwide, earning popularity through YouTube, he has
gained multiple awards, underlying the potential talent in the industry. The artist has an estimated net worth of $25
million and made his spot as one of the Top 10 richest Indian singer.

5. Shreya Ghoshal : The most versatile female singer, creating majestic soundtracks over the years, Shreya Ghoshal
has left her glorious mark in the Indian music industry. With the wide range of vocals and diversity, the Bengali name
has become the girl-next-door for several music listeners. With more than 2000 music, she has also stocked up
multiple accolades along with a stunning fortune. The Indian musician and television persona has earned remarks
and financial standings as a profound playback musician in Bollywood and Bengali movies. Along with superhit
songs like ‘Sun Raha Hai’, ‘Teri Or' and many others have helped her to gain approximately $25 million, equal to 185
crores in Indian rupees.

6. Diljit Dosanjh : Ruling Punjab music world, Diljit Dosanjh has marked his name as a worldwide personality
because of his utter proficiency in music and hard work. The young persona coming from Jalandhar stepped into the
music business back in 2002 and got exposure after three years of struggling in the industry when he released his
music albums 'Smile (2005)', and 'Chocolate (2008)', which worked well in the business. The musician enjoys a huge
net worth and a massive fan following for his magnificent and uplifting creations. The net worth of the musician,
calculated in 2023 is nearly Rs. 172 crores. His monthly earning is estimated at around 80 lakhs rupees almost.

7. Daler Mehndi  : If you an ardent fan of music, you might have come across the path of the creations of Big name
Daler Mehndi, you have already shaken your leg to the popular bhangra song ‘Tunak Tunak'. He started his musical
journey at a very young age, when he was just six, believe it or not! He was guided by his parents, and dedicated three
years to scaling his vocal abilities and mastering table, harmonium, tanpura, and dholak under the supervision of
another great musician Ustad Raahat Ali Khan Saheb. Back in 1998, the audience got 'Tunak Tunak Tun’, besides a
music video that broke all the records with Rs. 25 million budget. The musical project not only created a sensation in
the Indian music industry but also took the musician to global stardom. Mehndi earned the sixth place with a net
worth of $15 million. Starting from singing on private occasions, his debut album, 'Bolo T Ra Ra' launched in 1995,
marked the start of his successful journey. He has earned well throughout his musical journey and never has to look
back while climbing the ladder of success.

8. Badshah : The well-known Indian rapper, singer, and songwriter has a net worth of $15 million as of now. His
initial earning originates from his successful career in the music industry, involving his song releases, live concerts,
and brand advertising. He is a famous live performer and takes a huge amount of money to perform. He has
developed a brand that now offers clothing, TV, content production, and hospitality as well. He charges around 1
crore to 2 crore rupees per soundtrack, based on the project.

9. Sunidhi Chauhan : One of the most popular versatile singers has carved the path with her skillful vocals and
charm. The artist is recognized for her exceptional vocals and secures the seventh position in the Top 10 Indian
Singer with a net worth of over $13 million. Ruling Bollywood from the early 2000s, her talent is not only limited to
Bollywood. She has garnered fame for singing in different languages and gained Filmfare and IIFA Awards.

10. Arijit Singh : The beloved Bollywood vocalist Arijit Singh, marks his position in the music industry with more
than $7 million. Over the years, his heart-warming melody soundscapes and recognized vocals continue to grab the
attention of millions of listeners across the world. With music creations such as  ‘Bandeya Rey Bandeya’, ‘Agar Tum
Saath Ho', and many more has carved his way to success in the Indian music industry. 
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CruelSummer-TaylorSwift

AfterspendingweeksinthepinnaclepositionSwift's
rereleased2019song'CruelSummer'holdsitspopularity

evenafterweeks.ThecatchylinesandSwift'sgroovehave
keptthevibegoing.

Carnival-*S:KanyeWest&TyDolla$ign

Darkanddeliciousreleaseof#$:KanyeWest&TyDollaSign

*Carnival'chartsonthetop3oftheBillboard'sHot100,after
theirmassivesuccesswiththe'Vultures1'album.

TexasHoldEm-Beyonce

ThefreshandquirkyreleaseofBeyoncestartsatthesecond
positionontheBillboardTop100.Onitsreleaseon11th
FebruarythesongchartstopontheBillboard'sHotCountry
Songs.

LovinOnMe-JackHarlow

The'I'mvanilla,baby'trendonTikTokwentviralafterJack
Harlowdroppedtheinsanelyquirkyrelease'LovinOnMe'.
ThesongisfullofzestanditisnowontopoftheBillboard's
Hot100Chart.Thesingersamplesfromthe1995R&Bsinger
Delbert*Dale"Greer'srelease,'Whatever,forthehooksec-
tion.Theimpressivegroovingsinglewillmakeyoumovethe
momenttostartlisteningtothisnumber.Onthisnews,
Harlowmentionedthat"Warmingup.Morecoming,"he
captionedonInstagram.Previouslyhetoppedthelistwith
hissingleslike'FirstClass'and'IndustryBaby'.Hehasbeen
inthispositionfor6weeksandatotalof14weeksonthis
hook.Theworldisgroovingwiththisexceptionallycatch
release.
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TOP 10 LATIN MUSIC ARTISTS TO LOOK
FORWARD IN 2024

There is no doubt that Latin music with Mexican flavors is
currently buzzing at the top of the global music industry. In the
last few years, Latin music artists are breaking the top charts with
huge global demand and the music industry is also witnessing
some of the best collaboration projects ever made. MAG, a popular
music producer who has worked for multiple bangers by Bad
Bunny, said on the matter, “I love that we’re seeing the global
expansion of several Latin music subgenres other than just
reggaetón. It’s exciting to see bachata and regional Mexican music
growing outside of their rooted territories.”

Global enthusiasts would agree with MAG as Latin music artists
like Bad Bunny, Peso Pluma, Fuerza Regida, Cumbia, and many
others have now become their current favorites. With the Latin
Music industry growing rapidly with new musical content and
artists, there will be more emerging artists introduced to
audiences throughout the whole year. Let’s take a better look at
the top 10 Latin music artists who are shining in 2024.

1. Xavi : Xavi’s name is currently buzzing through music lovers
around the world, especially after his global hit La Diabla’ which
garnered and lot of attention from the market. This banger has
successfully topped all the charts around the globe including
Billboard Hot Latin Songs, Spotify Global Charts, as well as the list
for Latin Songwriters. Xavi has made his place in the industry
while there is an unprecedented boom in Mexican music is
noticeable. He is following a route of success just like the other
Latin superstars such as Peso Pluma and Carín León. This music
artist is only 20 years old and this is just the beginning of their
musical journey. He has already managed to sign with with a big
record label, Interscope Records, and looking forward to dropping
more hot bangers in the coming days which will enrich the
Hispanic music culture.

2. Kali Uchis : Karly-Marina Loaiza, also known
as Kali Uchis, is one of the most versatile Latin
artists who has intrigued her fans with some of
the most creative music projects. She has
recently dropped an emotional music video for
‘Tu Corazón Es Mío / Diosa’ which is quite
engaging. In the video, the music artist revealed
her pregnancy bump and showed fans that she
is expecting a baby with her partner, singer Don
Toliver. The singer-songwriter who reached the
top charts with her global hit ‘Telepatía’, has
already dropped her fourth studio album on
January 12th named ‘Orquídeas’. The album
offers collaborative songs along with Karol G,
Peso Pluma, as well as Rauw Alejandro.
Evidently, 2024 will bring more joy for Uchis.

 3. Elena Rose : Elena Rose is well revered as
one of the most prominent songwriters in the
music industry whose contributions helped to
come up with many hit projects. Starting from
Becky G, Bad Bunny, and Ozuna to Dady Yankee
and Jennifer Lopez; Rose has worked with many
artists and helped them become even more
famous. This Venezuelan music artist has
recently shared some heartwarming pictures
with Karol G at her home which indicates that a
new music project will be released soon. Her
last release as a performer was ‘CARACAS EN EL
2000’ in 2023. That song was a tribute to her
homeland where Danny Ocean and Jerry Di were
also featured. She is all set to bring more
exquisite projects this year.

4. Kuinvi : Valentina López, better known as
Kuinvi, is a versatile and talented music artist
from Ecuador who is bringing change to
conventional male-dominated music
production. Her blended styles of urban styles
and pop music offer a hefty dose of energy that
resonates with the listeners. Her exceptional
sense of original music and creativity is widely
noticeable in the latest album by Becky G
named ‘Esquemas’. Kuinvi has worked with
many revered music artists from the industry
such as Piso 21, Leo Rizzi, Aitana, Lola Índigo,
Khea, Sebastián Yatra, and many others. Her
highly captivating music projects have managed
to garner millions of views on YouTube, such as
‘Mykonos’, and 'Dos Horas’. And on and on.
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5. DannyLux : With comes to top Latin artists, DannyLux has easily won the hearts of millions he first became
famous in 2020 with the help of TikTok. Born in Palm Springs, this talented persona is only 19 years old and he is
already reaching new heights of success. Till now, he has opened a total of eight concerts for one of the favorite
bands of all, Coldplay. In 2021, this artist released a few singles like ‘24:7’, and ‘Amor Medicinal’, etc which quickly
became famous among music lovers. In the same year, he dropped his debut album ‘Las Dos Caras del Amor’ as well
as his first EP ‘Love</3’. Both of the projects were highly successful with tracks like ‘Jugaste y Sufrí’ which reached
the top spot on Billboard’s Latin composers charts. He has recently come up with another studio album named
‘DLUX’ which is a reflection of this young artist’s true emotions and passion for music.

6. Kenia OS : Kenia Guadalupe Flores Osuna, also known as Kenia OS is a highly skillful and talented Mexican artist
who has tantalized the hearts of her fans with her Mexican urban-pop creations. Kenia first started her journey in
Entertainment as a YouTuber in 20215. Within years, she was able to gain much attention and signed a music
contract in 2018 which was her first experience. Gradually, the artist joined Sony in Mexico and was able to release
her debut album ‘Cambios de Luna’ in 2022. Recently, she has dropped a highly powerful collaboration project with
Rels B, titled ‘Por Dentro’. This track is masterfully crafted and offers Kenia’s innovative style and magnetic vocal
skills.

 7. Milo J : Last year in 2023, a Latin Music artist emerged in the urban music scene to revolutionize it and that is
none but Milo J. This artist has broken the records of the top charts with his songs like ‘Milagrosa’. His collaboration
with Argentine music artist Nicki Nicole named ‘Dispara’ is also one of his most famous works. His global hit ‘Rara
Vez’ has garnered over 250 million streams from around the world and still earning more views. This young music
artist is only 17 years old and he revealed himself as the secret artist behind Bizapop. The BZRP Music Sessions Vol.
57 was released by the Argentine music artists which later on turned into a fully-fledged EP, titled ‘ En Dormir Sin
Madrid’, released in 2023. This teenager music is about to bring more exclusive tracks in the coming days.

8. Zecca : Zecca or Francisco Zecca has managed to stand out as a producer in the highly competitive Latin music
industry, especially in the Urban genres. He emerged in 2023 and within a year, the artist made some significant
progress. As a versatile mix engineer and music composer, he is willing to offer more amazing tracks in the coming
days of 2024. At the age of 22 years, he has become the youngest artist to win the Latin Grammy Awards. He has also
received three more awards for his precious contributions in Shakira’s BZRP Music Session Vol. 53. Zecca’s
prominent and creative work is noticeable in ‘No_Se_Ve’, a big hit by Emilia and Ludmilla. He was also a part of the
Argentine artist’s album ‘mp3’. ‘CALL ME MAYBE’ by Duki, ‘Asqueroso’ by Tiago PZK, etc are some examples of his
musical creativity that adapts with everyone.

9. Joaquina : When it comes to Venezuelan music artists, Joaquina stays on the top list who caused a sensation by
winning the award for The New Artist at the Latin Grammys 2023 in Seville. She is the daughter of revered Camila
Canabal who was born in Caracas. She developed her love for music at the very young age of four years. She started
her journey by learning violin and piano and then nurtured her vocal skills. By the time she was 16 years old, the
artist had already dropped her first single titled ‘Primer Amor’. Later on, she dropped her EP ‘Los Mejores Años’ in
2022 which gathered a lot of attention from the fans. His songs like ‘Freno’, ‘Rabia’, etc have garnered millions of
streams on major music streaming platforms. Pablo Alborán, Sebastián Yatra, Aitana, and many other artists are
captivated by her skills.

10. GALE : Carolina Isabel Colón Juarbe, also known as Gale, is one of the most striving artists in the industry who
started her musical career by posting cover tracks on YouTube. Her cover of Pedro Capó’s ‘Que No’ was one of the
greatest examples of her beautiful voice and skills which gathered a a lot of attention from music lovers. She dropped
her debut album by self-financing and crowdfunding and all those hard work and efforts paid off when it became a
hit in the industry. The album is titled ‘Lo Que No te Dije’ which offers a total of 12 amazing tracks. Each of the songs
deals with the relatable emotions of love and breakups which easily captivates the audiences. Gale was nominated in
the category of New Artists at the Latin Grammys in Seville. Her unwavering personality and indomitable spirit
assures that more tracks will be released this year.
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TOP 10 HOTTEST FEMALE SINGERS WHO ARE
CONSIDERED DIVAS

Female singers around the world are influential not only in music
but also in fashion for being absolute divas. Whether it is the
music video or attention on the red carpet at the Met Gala, female
music artists have reflected their unwavering personalities
through their appearance, outfit, and body language. Their
musical aura and hot persona create an attractive combination
that makes them the hottest role models to look up to. Let’s find
out the top 10 hottest female singers in the music industry who
have topped the charts not only through music but their gorgeous
looks and appeal that can tantalize everyone.

1.Taylor Swift : Whether you are an ardent Swiftie or not, there is
no denying the fact that Taylor Swift is one of the most beautiful
singers in the music industry. This gorgeous woman has not only
kept her musical journey flourishing and alive but also her beauty
standards. It has been more than a decade since she started
reigning in the industry yet there is no change to her appearance
as if the singer is not aging at all. However, she is currently 34
years old and aging like a fine wine by getting hotter every day.
Her confidence and ability to pull off any look make her more
appealing and dynamic. Just like she can slay in a mini skirt and
high boots, her finesse reflects even when she covers her up in a
trench coat. Truly, she is one of the divas of the pop music
industry who has influenced many others.

2. Katy Perry : There is something about Katy Perry that always
makes her stand out. Whether in her music videos or as the host
of an event as well as the judge of American idol; Katy Perry has
offered a diversified range of looks through all these years yet,
never once she looked awkward. With her unwavering persona,
the singer has experimented with many looks, colors, and
hairstyles with confidence and sass. She has remarkably looked

gorgeous in every look and outfit even if
sometimes it went quirky like Lady Gaga’s
bizarre collections. Currently, Katy Perry has
more than 180 million followers on Instagram
and her fans know how much Perry is adaptable
to hot looks. Whether it is a retro look or a
vibrant ultra-glam appearance; she gracefully
handles everything just like her music.

3. Ariana Grande :  Ariana Grande has already
proved to her fans what this pint-sized
powerhouse is capable of doing with her
incredible vocal range and skills. This artist is
currently 30 years old yet there is no way to
understand that as she does not seem to change
at all. The petite structure, cute face, and fun
personality have remained the same as before
when she first started her musical career. She is
also well known for her exquisite dressing sense
and killer curves that make her look gorgeous in
every kind of appearance she makes. Whether it
is her music videos or the live concerts; fans go
crazy just to get a glimpse of Ariana Grande, the
pop icon.

4. Dua Lipa : Dua Lipa is one of Time’s 100
most influential people around the globe whose
magic has spread all over the world. Being an
English singer with incredible beauty, Dua Lipa
is worshiped by her fans for her amazing styling
and sexy appearance. What makes it even more
appealing is her confidence in herself. She once
made a photographer awkward by expressing
that there is no better angle for her since does
not mind getting clicked from any angle. That is
the kind of confidence that makes a woman
even more attractive. Regardless of her tall build
and symmetrical structure, Lipa also has a
beautiful smile that makes her more
empowering. Lipa was once trolled for her
‘meme dance’ in a live concert and now, it is a
famous move followed by her fans.

5. Rihanna : It goes without saying that
Rihanna is one of the most beautiful female
singers in the music industry who has set a new
standard for beauty. Embracing natural shades
and tones over superficial demands, Riri also
launched her own cosmetic brand known as
Fenty Beauty. This Barbadian singer is one of
the hottest female celebrities of all time who
has made her fans go crazy with every official
music video release. 
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Every time Rihanna appears for a red carpet event; she makes sure to bring something new and unique. Gracefully
bold and naturally beautiful, Riri is one of the hottest and richest singers who has become a role model for many.
Other than her successful musical journey, Rihanna is also a highly successful businesswoman.

6. Selena Gomez : Selena Gomez has come a long way from her acting debut as a child star on Disney. The ‘Who
Says’ singer already told her fans how ‘Beauty’ is devoid of social norms and anyone can be beautiful. Later on, she
also proved it with her strong personality and beautiful presence on-screen as well as off-screen. People who do not
appreciate her elegance can simply ‘Calm Down’ as she knows how to slay.

Being a highly talented singer and a drop-dead gorgeous woman; Selena’s fans love her and consider her to be their
role model. The artist has a natural beauty that shines through all kinds of looks and apparel. She is currently 30
years old and looking forward to more beautiful years in the coming days.

7. Billie Eilish : While Billie Eilish is one of the most favorite pop artists for most music lovers, it is not just her song
but her soothing presence that fans love even more. Billie is currently 22 years old and she already reached the top of
success with nothing but her sheer individuality and unparalleled singing skills. There is no doubt that Eilish is one
of the most beautiful female singers in the industry who set a neo-fashion statement for women that strongly
opposes what society seeks. Other than her neon green hair and blue eyes, the ‘Ocean Eyes’ singer has experimented
with many hair colors, styles, and outfits that make her look quite diverse.

She is well revered for wearing loose-fitting and baggy clothes along with a no-makeup look. Eilish likes to prepare
herself like that as it sets a statement against society’s expectations of how women should look. Truly, she is the
epitome of beauty and empowerment.

8. Beyoncé : When talking about diva-like female singers, Beyoncé holds a special place as she is considered to be
the queen of the pop music industry. Undoubtedly, this singer-songwriter is one of the most stunning music artists in
the world. She has the best physique and appearance which can a few fans faint at live concerts. Her fans, the Beyhive
are well aware of each of her looks and how she manages to come up with different looks for each of her concert and
musical releases. Easily, Beyoncé is a Triple Threat as she possesses beauty, brains, and talent. There is no doubt that
Beyoncé is one of the most influential artists, a successful business owner, and a role model for many. Bold and
beautiful, this singer has been reigning in the music industry for a long time and knows exactly how to be
sophisticated yet intimidating at the same time.

9. Bebe Rexha : Bebe Rexha is not just a talented singer but a force to be reckoned with. This singer has made some
remarkable progress within a short span of time and now, she is reaching new heights of success with her powerful
musical journey as well as unwavering personality. She is versatile with her skills as a singer, a songwriter, and a
record producer. Her unapologetic self shows her confidence and a great sense of styling. She is quite bold and
comfortable with her appearances, whether or a music event or official music videos of her songs. Evidently, Rexha is
one of the most vibrantly beautiful and hot women who possess incredible singing talent. All that remains is to wait
for the next musical project release by this artist.

10. Nancy : Nancy Jewel McDonie, better known as Nancy, is a South Korean Singer and songwriter who is also
worshiped by fans for her unparalleled beauty standards. K-pop is now a part of the world music with fans spread all
over the world. Therefore, there is a huge fandom can be noticed growing up based on these South Korean girl gangs
and boy bands. Nancy is part of the girl group known as Momoland.

Clearly, she is one of the most appealing K-pop performers with her glass skin and natural beauty which shines
through her incredible performances as well as social media pictures. The singer could be often found slaying in
designer dresses as well as quirky streetwear.

Stay tuned to find out more about the most beautiful female singers.
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TOP 10 MOST FAMOUS BOLLYWOOD
SINGERS IN 2024

The Bollywood industry is not just famous for its glamorous
cinemas but also for the timeless soundtracks that buzz through
the hearts of the Indians. Whether it is a romantic song, a sad
song, or a high-octane item number; Bollywood songs have
always been resonating with mass audiences. Thanks to the
talented music artists and singers who have offered unparalleled
singing skills and talents to create some of the masterful famous
tracks in Bollywood. Let’s find out the top 10 Bollywood singers
who are still reigning in the music industry in 2024.

10. Kanika Kapoor : Last but not least, there is Kanika Kapoor
who is currently one of the most famous Bollywood playback
singers in the industry. She first made her breakthrough with the
song ‘Jugni’ and later on, she set fire in the industry by
performing the track “Baby Doll” which featured Sunny Leone.
Some of the powerful tracks are Chittiyaan Kalaiyaan, Kamli, Desi
Look, etc to name some, The singer has won a Filmfare Award for
her contributions.

9. Shreya Ghoshal : Shreya is the queen of Bollywood music who
offers numerous melodic tracks. he classical base and intriguing
vocal skills allowed her to create an individual style that
captivated Indian audiences. She more popular songs include
Jeene Laga Hoon, Saans, Sunn Raha Hai, Kaise Mujhe, Ami je
Tomar. Her Journey song for the film Piku is still buzzing through
most people’s playlists.

8. Sunidhi Chauhan

If any Bollywood singer can call you on the dance floor, that would

be no one but Sunidhi Chauhan who has offered
some timeless item numbers, full of energy. She
started performing at the age of 4 years only
and soon became one of the most talented and
youngest playback singers in Bollywood. With
her magical voice, the artist has sung in many
languages such as Oriya, Punjabi, Marathi,
Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu, and she even
performed tracks with the very famous Enrique
Iglesias. Dhoom Machale, Beedi Jalaile, Sheela
Ki JawAni, etc are some of her popular songs.

7. Sonu Nigam : It is fairly impossible to
imagine the Bollywood music industry without
Sonu Nigam, the singer who brought a new
creative groove to Bollywood music with his
melodic yet powerful voice. Other than
Bollywood songs in Hindi, he has also sung in
many languages including Manipuri, Gharwali,
Oriya, Assamese, Punjabi, Marathi, Telugu,
Nepali, and many others. His hit collections
include Sooraj Hua Madham, Abhi Mujh Mein,
Main Agar Kahoon, Zoobi Doobi, Chup Chup Ke,
Mere Hath Mein, and many others.

6. Armaan Malik : Armaan Malik is a young
and talented singer who became famous within
a short span. His versatile skills as a playback
singer, songwriter, and actor helped him
become a renowned face in the entertainment
industry. This singer is capable of singing in
multiple languages and worked on various
projects other than Bollywood. He first
appeared in the movie ‘Taare Zameen Par’ and
since then, he has been creating a huge buzz
with his Bollywood compositions. Some of his
hit projects are Bol Do Na Zara, Waja Tum Ho,
Hua Hain Aaj Pehli Baar, Chale Aana, Dil Mein
Ho Tum, and so on.

5. Atif Aslam : Bollywood music is not only
based in India but it has witnessed a fair
amount of musical contribution from Pakistani
singers along with their sufi gharanas. When it
comes to talented singers from Pakistan, Atif
Aslam holds a special place. His magical vocal
skills with a bit of raspy essence added more
depth and emotion to his songs which mainly
revolve around love and its poignancy. ‘Woh
Lamhe’ was his first breakthrough project.
However, he gained his first recognition while
he was a part of the band ‘Jal’ who came up with
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the song ‘Aadat’. Other superhit tracks include Doori, Hona Tha Pyar, Kuch Is Tarah, Tere Ishq Me, Musafir, Jeena
Jeena, Main Rang Sharbaton Ka, Piya O Re Piya, Tera Hone Laga Hoon, and the list goes on.

4. Neha Kakkar : Neha is one of the most popular singers in Bollywood for her graceful presence and energetic
musical creations. She has made some significant progress in Bollywood within a short span of time due to her
dynamic vocal skills which adapt to all kinds of soundscape. She released her debut album named ‘Neha-The Rock
Star’, back in 2008. After singing ‘Sunny Sunny’ from the movie ‘Yaariyan’, Neha became quickly famous and a known
face for the youth. Some of her most hit energetic tracks are Dilbar Dilbar, Sirf Tum, Kala Chasma, Car Mein Music
Baja, Tukur Tukur, and the list goes on.

3. Jubin Nautiyal : Talented, young, and highly skillful; Jubin is known for his powerful voice that offers a blend of
melody and emotions. This singer is also renowned as a music composer and songwriter for his diversified skills. He
can play a total of eight kinds of instruments including guitar, piano, flute, and the list goes on. Jubin is responsible
for some of the most hit tracks in Bollywood such as Kinna Sona, Lut Gaye, Tum Hi Aana, Taaron Ke Shehar, Bewafa
Tera Masoom Chehra, Main Jis Din Bhula Du, and the list goes on. Apart from his unparalleled skills as a music artist,
he is also a district-level athlete and a national-level shooter.

2. Arijit Singh : If a singer can make listeners cry with emotional expressions that would be Arijit Singh. This highly
talented singer from West Bengal is well revered for his magical vocal skills that are reflected in each of his songs.
Though most of his songs are romantic or sad, there are plenty of energetic tracks as well. One of the first songs that
offered him a breakthrough in Bollywood was ‘Tum Hi Ho’ from ‘Aashiqui 2’ which is considered to be the best
romantic song of the year. Starting from Aj Phir, Khamoshian, Phir le Aya Dil, to Janam Janam, Gerua, Phir Bhi
Tumko Chahunga, Nashe Si Chadhgy, Zaalima, Sanam Re, Soch Na Sake, and Enna Sona; Arihita Singh has sung
numerous tracks in Bollywood and will be singing more in the coming days.

1. A R Rahman : Allah Rakha Rahman, aka A R Rahman, is one of the most popular and talented music artists in the
Indian Music Industry who has offered a fair amount of musical contributions to Bollywood. He is easily one of the
best singers in Bollywood with his prolific music career that spans more than 3 decades. He is a singer, a composer,
and a producer as well who has created some of the most amazing and creative music projects for Bollywood. His first
breakthrough in Bollywood happened through the movie called ‘Roza’ and its soundtrack. His exquisite blending
styles folk, classical, and contemporary styles helped him earn international recognition two Grammy Awards, a
BAFTA Award, as well as two Oscars and numerous national awards. He has also worked multiple languages which
puts him on the global stage.
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TOP 10 POPULAR INSTRUMENTS FOR
LEARNING TO PLAY

Music is a certain art form that makes a huge impact on every
individual’s life. There are several kinds of music genres and each
of them has a whole different charm. Just like that, there are many
musical instruments that are used in making music. In the global
music scenario, we get to see the use of various instruments. It
has also come to see that, in different parts of the world,
musicians use different kinds of music gadgets. Every music
enthusiasts have particular preferences for the instruments also.
If you are also a music fanatic, then you might also have
preferences for instruments. But there are many popular
instruments are play a significant role in the diverse music genres.
If you have an inclination to learn to play an instrument, then you
should find out the top most popular instruments. This way, you
will get exposure to this world and will be able to understand
which one will be perfect for you. So, let’s find out the top 10
musical instruments-

1. Electric guitar: Electric guitar has always been one of the most
popular instruments, but over the past few years, it has become
the most popular one.The guitar is a famous instrument, but now
the electric guitar is reaching out to more people.It is an
instrument that can be used in various music forms. This diverse
instrument can be played in different music genres like pop, rock,
punk rock, and much more. And that is why, it has gotten at the
very first position of the list. Now a huge number of music
enthusiasts are showing an interest in learning this particular
instrument. On the internet, there are many videos where it is
seen that audiences love to grove with an electric guitar. And that
is why, it is making an impact on the massive audiences.

2. Violin: Violin is another string instrument that is quite
popular among the global audiences. it is a music gadget that has
the potential to produce pleasing tunes. And that is why, people
get attracted to this particular instrument. Violin is one of the

most important instruments for various music
genres. Therefore, with the help of this
instrument, one will get the chance to explore
various avenues of a genre. It is a music gadget
that hasn’t changed over the years. This is the
exact same instrument that has been played for
years. When it comes to learning to play the
violin, it is recommended that starting early can
be really helpful. According to the professionals,
it came to know a learner should start playing
the violin at the age of six. It is considered the
best time for a learner because kids can easily
get the hook of playing this instrument. So, it is
one of the best instruments to start learning.

3. Piano: The piano is a versatile instrument,
which is another most popular music tools. It is
a certain instrument that has made an impact
on a huge number of music enthusiasts. And
that is why, this is an instrument that is played
by an enormous number of people. A piano is an
extremely popular instrument, which is used in
a large array of music genres. According to a
report, it came to know that, in America, more
than 21 million people play this instrument. So,
from this, you will be able to understand how
popular it is among the people. Piano is a great
instrument to create a diverse range of music.
And for that reason, music producers and
creators love to include this instrument in their
songs. Thus, if you want to try your hands on
any instrument, then you can definitely try to
learn to playthe piano. It will help you to get a
deep understanding of the making of music.

4. Saxophone: The saxophone is an integral
part of jazz music. If you prefer listening to this
genre, then you will probably understand what
significant role it plays in the genre. Saxophone
is an instrument, which is quite different from
other instruments. If you want to learn to play
this gadget, then you must master a few skills.
This is an innovative tool that can be used in a
diverse manner. You can use it for playing both
soft and loud music. Therefore, you will get the
opportunity to explore various parts with the
help of this instrument. This is definitely one of
the most popular instruments in all over the
world. So, learning it can be a whole new
experience for you.

5. Drums: If you are looking for a most loved
instrument, then drums are one of them. This is
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an instrument that is generally used for intense music. It is definitely not a quiet instrument and is made for loud
music only. The drums are an instrument that is widely used in rock, hip-hop, and pop music. This is an important
tool for various music genres. For thatreason, it is considered one of the most popular instruments of all time. Thus,
if you are willing to learn something vibrant like this, then you can definitely go for this instrument.

6. Bass guitar: There are various types of guitar available and each of them has different use. The bass guitar is one
of the popular instruments that are available right now. This particular type is one of the most important parts of
making a piece of music but many people do not understand its importance. It is quite an essential part of creating
any music of various genres. With the help of a bass guitar, one will be able to enhance the whole music. And that is
why, bass guitars are one of the most popular gadgets. A learner, you can try your hands on the bass guitars to get
further knowledge regarding the music industry.

7. Keyboards: Electronic keyboards are an instrument that helps to add a shape to a sound design. This particular
instrument garnered attention in the 20th century and since then it has been widely used in different music genres.
With the help of keyboards, one will get the opportunity to infuse a futuristic texture into the music. Along with that,
it also plays a significant role in creating the bassline in any music. So, if you are interested in learning this musical
instrument, then you can surely go for that.

8. Cello: Cello is an outstanding instrument that has the capability of creating a whole new kind of sound that can be
done through any other tool. It is an instrument that can be beautifully used in solo music and in bands. It is quite
bigger in size and this might be a matter of concern for the learners. But if one can start playing it early, then they
will be able to use this musical instrument in a much better manner. Professionals say that it has many similarities
with a violin. So, from this, it can be understood that learners can easily adapt the techniques and play this
instrument. Ifyou are interested in trying to play a unique kind of instrument, then you can definitely learn how to
play a cello.

9. Flute: The flute is an inexpensive yet more versatile instrument. With the help of this instrument, one will be able
to create a wide range of music. It is much smaller in size, so anyone can take it wherever they want to and learn to
play it. A flute is a tool that is completely based on a simple technique that requires better lung capacity. If one can
learn how to use their breathing tactfully, then they can easily learn how to play a flute. This instrument is used in
various music genres, so if you can play this, then you will get the chance to explore various avenues of the music
world in an effortless manner. Hence, learning it can be helpful in many aspects.

10. Accordion: Accordion is a musical tool that has the capability of producing a unique flow of music. This is an
instrument that is widely used in folk music. It has a deep impact on various cultural events. Along with that, it is a
gadget that is used in music genres like jazz, rock, tango, and more. So, by learning it, you will be able to try out
various music genres. This way, you can get a better idea of producing new kinds of music. Therefore, try to learn to
play this instrument if you have a great interest in these various music genres.

These are the top 10 most popular musical instruments that you can try to learn to play. Each of them is rich in its
culture. So, playing any of these will help you to explore the world of music in a much more efficient manner.
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JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE IS ABOUT TO RELEASE
HIS UPCOMING TRACK ‘DROWN’

American singer Justin Timberlake has announced the release of
his latest soundtrack, named ‘Drown’ from his up-and-coming
album ‘Everything I Thought It Was’.

Justin Timberlake, the former NSYNC has recently announced his
latest upcoming song, named ‘Drown’. On Monday, the artist
shared the news with his fans that his second song from the
album ‘Everything I Thought It Was’ will be released on Friday.
This news has created a buzz among all instantly. The artist made
the announcement on Instagram and along with that, he also gave
a sneak peak of the soundtrack. In the video, it was seen that sang
a little part of the song while playing a piano. And since then
everyone is eagerly waiting for the release of the soundtrack.

In the video, he sang ‘It's about to break us / You showed me
exactly who you are / And I should've believed it/ You left me
alone out in the dark / With all of your demons / Got caught up in
the tide / Of all the tears you cried / Yeah, you know I was blinded
by my heart / Sinking from the start / Should've never followed
you this far / Now I'm in the deep end / And you let me drown /
You didn't even try to save me’. While playing the piano he sang
‘Showed me exactly who you are and I should’ve believed it/ Leave

me alone out in the dark with all of the
demons…Should’ve never followed you this far,
now I’m in the deep end’.

He captioned the post by saying ‘Made it out to
London, still recovering from this flu. But trying
to power through…So excited for new music and
everything coming this week’. Later he also
wrote ‘Made it out to London, still recovering
from this flu. But trying to power through’.
Justin has also said ‘So excited for new music
and everything coming this week’. After the
post, all of his audiences were equally excited
about the release of the track.

He is making a comeback after a long time. His
last album was released in 2018. And that is
why, it is creating a huge anticipation among
all. In an interview, the artist has also said ‘I was
able, on some of the songs, to look back at the
past and have a real, not a refracted perspective
of what it was because they always say ... you
always hear that thing about, well, there's never
any truth, there's just everybody's perspective of
what happened. But to really look at it and be
able to metabolize and verbalize my perspective
on it, I don't think I've ever really done that
before’.
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Selena Gomez has come up
with her latest sensual
soundtrack, named ‘Love
On’. The magnificent song
is spreading romanticism
among the global listeners.

Selena Gomez made her
come back with the latest
soundtrack ‘Love On’. Last
summer, the artist said
‘Single Soon’, and the song
is now finally out for
everyone. All of her fans
have been waiting for a
long time for this particular
release. As the song has
been released, now it is
making a huge buzz among
all of her fans. In recent
times, Selena was seen in
various places. She has
been seen gossiping with
her best friend Taylor Swift
and also came to see
introducing her boyfriend
Benny Blanco to Steve
Martin. On the other hand,
she has been also preparing
herself to play Alex Russo
and Linda Ronstadt. Amidst
all these, she has managed
to release a new track, and
that has astonished
everyone.

In this song, Selena has
gained a huge attention, as
she sings ‘Wait ‘til I turn
my love on, Why we
conversing over this steak
tartare when we could be
somewhere other than here
making out in the back of a
car? Or in the back of a bar?
Or we could make a
memoir? Yeah, on the back
wall of the last stall in the
bathroom at the bazaar?’.
For this particular
soundtrack, she has co-
written the song with Isaiah
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period.

The music video of the
track has been shot in Paris,
the city of love. The portrait
of the video is quite
different from all the other
pieces of music. In the
video, everyone could see
many couples who are
making out. And among all
of them, Selena was seen
with a French bulldog,
which made her different
from everyone. In this song,
there is a little portion in
French that sings ‘Qu’est-
ceque je vaistenommer? Je
vaistenommer. L’amour …
L’amourtendre’. This means
‘What shall I name you? I’m
gonna name you the love …
the tender love’.

After the release of this
single, the artist has given a
hint of her upcoming
album. If Selena comes up
with an album, then it
would be her fourth album.
While talking about this
album, she has said ‘The
theme generally is freedom
— freedom from
relationships, freedom from
the darkness’. Apart from
that, she hasn’t made any
other announcements. So,
her listeners are eagerly
expecting for the album to
drop.
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Fans are buzzing over the
release of the latest two
country songs by Beyoncé.
Let's find out more about
the song “TEXAS HOLD
'EM“, released with an
official visualizer. 

Beyoncé is well-revered
around the world as the pop
icon and activist who has
reigned in the music
industry for the past decade
and still captivating her
fans with more songs.
Embracing her individual
musical skills and Black
musical heritage, the
singer-songwriter is a role
model for everyone. This
time artist has decided to
make a different musical
take through the latest
release of her ‘Renaissance:
Act II’ which is currently
buzzing among the fans.
Beyoncé is pouring down a
hefty dose of country music
through this second act and
that is reflected vividly
through the tracks “TEXAS
HOLD 'EM“ and ‘16
Carriages’.

2022’s Renaissance offered
a powerful musical
experience with dance
music which shed ample
light on the colored queer
artists who helped to build
the community of house
music. The sequel,
especially the track “TEXAS
HOLD 'EM“ offers a tribute
to the Black roots of
country music. While a lot
of people are still
wondering whether country
music can be a part of
dance music, Beyoncé calls
everyone on the dance floor
through this new song that
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BEYONCÉ POURS A HEFTY
DOSE OF COUNTRY MUSIC
WITH HER LATEST SONG

“TEXAS HOLD 'EM“
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carries a swift and energetic country groove. While this
song does not fall into the flashy pop genre, it is also
not particularly a classic as it is comprised of the artist’s
sheer individuality. Well-revered multi-instrumentalist
and folk musician Rhiannon Giddens did an amazing
job with the musical arrangement that does not start
with a fiddle guitar but offers the subtlety of a banjo.
Co-producer Raphael Saadiq also helped to bring the

pieces together by joining
the parallel flavors of
country and soul music.

This tribute to the Black
roots of country music is
definitely adding more
dynamic to Beyoncé’s
musical journey and she
wonderfully executed the
project with her brilliant
vocal skills.

Although this song is quite
captivating along with
banjo, the ho-hey stomp-
clap, and other authentic
elements of country; it
simply does not add up to
the billionaire pop star
everybody knows. This
typical style of country and
grassroots is originally
working-class music for
folks who worked rigorously
to strive and to make a
living. While the flavors are
present there along with
the musical skills, it still
feels different than usual.
This song also reminds me
of her country dabbling in
the 2016 project ‘Daddy
Lessons’. The “Woo!”s and
“Hey!”s of “TEXAS HOLD
'EM“ can make you dance
but when it comes to
creating an intriguing
music project, the song is
not up to the mark.
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Dua Lipa has literally set
the stage of Grammy on fire
with mind-blowing
performances on songs like
‘Training Season’, ‘Dance
the Night’, and ‘Houdini’.

Dua Lipa kick started the
2024 Grammy with her
electrifying performance.
She opened her
performance with the latest
soundtrack ‘Training
Season’. There was a cage-
like set on the stage and
she effortlessly showed her
acrobatic moves in it. And
occasionally, her dancers
also tipped the cage over
and Dua danced in it
beautifully. Right after that,
she moved to the main
stage and continued her
performance for the night.
[epic_ad id='39235']
The artist has sung ‘You
should know I need
someone to hold me close /
Deeper than I’ve ever
known / Whose love feels
like a rodeo / Knows how to
just take control / When I’m
vulnerable he straight
talking to my soul,
conversation overload / Got
me feeling vertigo / I need
somebody who can go there
/ Cause I don’t want to have
to show ya / If honey you
don’t let me know ya /
Cause training season is
over’.

Previously, she has given a
teaser of the song ‘Training
Season’. And on the
Grammy night, she made a
performance on her track,
which surprised everyone.
Her innovative performance
has grabbed the attention
of the audience instantly.
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And making it difficult for the onlookers not to join her.
For the performance of the night, Dua showed up in a
complete black outfit. And among all, her red hair made
the look even more elegant.

The artist has also performed on her other track ‘Dance
the Night’ from the movie Barbie. This particular song
was nominated for two Grammys. And even before the
announcement, she won the hearts of the listeners on
more time. Her energetic performance has spread a
charm among all. 

Not only that, but no one
could take their eyes off of
her while she was
performing.

At the very end, she sang
her psychedelic-
influenced song, named
‘Houdini’. The outstanding
performance has stunned
everyone. This song has
already made a huge impact
on everyone. With this
track, Dua Lipa has gone
above the expectations of
everyone. The excellent
work has garnered global
audiences instantly.

While talking about her
latest song ‘Training
Season’, the artist said ‘I
had been on a string of bad
dates, and the last one was
the final straw…The next
morning, I arrived to the
studio to [songwriters]
Caroline [Ailin] and Tobias
[Jesso Jr.] asking me how it
all went and I immediately
declared ‘TRAINING
SEASON IS OVER,’ and like
the best ‘day after’ debriefs
with your mates, we had a
lot of laughs and it all
quickly came together from
there’. And now this song is
becoming even more
popular after her breath-
taking Grammy
performance.
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Mohamed Ramadan’s
collaboration with Massari
and Future tops many
charts. The quirky song
‘ARABI’ is making its place
in the hearts of music
lovers for its eccentricity.

Those who are looking for
catchy beats and quirky
wordplay must listen to the
latest release of Mohamed
Ramadan's collaborative
musical venture ‘Arabi’. For
this number, he has
collaborated with artists
like Lebanese-Canadian
singer Massari and chart-
topping U.S. artist Future.
The song is produced by
Universal Arabic Music,
popularly known as the
UAM. The song was
released on last Thursday,
8th February 2024.
Alongside Universal Arabic
Music, the productions
were managed by Scott
Storch, Sari “Massari”
Abboud, and Martin
“Adium” Sinotte.

According to the makers of
this song, they have been
looking forward for this
collaboration to take place.
The founder of Universal
Arabic Music and CEO of
SALXCO, Wassim “Sal”
Slaiby, said, this
collaborative venture
“embodies our vision at
UAM and the way we see
Arabic music on a global
level”. SALXCO has recently
signed Mohamed for
management.

Their ambition is to
promote the song on a
global level to acquire as
much attention 
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as possible. Universal Arabic Music was established in
2021 by Slaiby. Slaiby has been the guiding star for the
career of renowned Canadian artist The Weeknd.

For Weeknd, there was a
partnership with Republic
Records and Universal
Music Group.

For now, UAM is focusing
on discovering and
championing artists and
music styles from the
Middle East and North
Africa. This is a rapidly
growing music market with
a high population of around
500 million. Yet, this
population has traditionally
been plagued by rampant
piracy. But, in this short
span of 3 years after the
birth of UAM, they have
worked on various aspects.
Artists like Elyanna, Saint
Levant, $Kinny, and others
have released some of the
most incredible songs in
the last three years.

Dedicating their success
Slaiby said in a press
release during the launch of
UAM, “It’s been my dream
to highlight the talent and
culture of Arabic music on a
global level with partners
that I trust and admire.”
And with successful
releases like ‘Sah Sah’ by
Nancy Ajram and
Marshmello and ‘Tukoh
Taka’, the official 2022 FIFA
World Cup song featuring
Nicki Minaj, and many
talented artists like Maluma
and Myriam Fares.

The song was released in
three different languages
which were Arabic, Spanish,
and English. 'ARABI' has
kept its UAM flag high by
reaching a wide range of
audience.
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